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Giant magneto-optical Kerr rotation observed in CeS single crystals
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We present the magneto-optical polar Kerr spectra of CeS single crystals, measured at 1.5 K in a field of 10
T. These spectra are dominated by a sharp and giant negative Kerr rotation peak of222.08° detected at the
photon energy of 3.04 eV. This peak is the second largest measured Kerr rotation~after the record of 90°
detected recently on CeSb! in spite of the low magnetic moment of 0.31mB /Ce achieved in the CeS crystal
under the experimental conditions. From these values, we find that CeS has the largest observed specific Kerr
rotation, which is as high as 71.23°/mB . Similar sharp negative peaks were observed in the magneto-optical
Kerr rotation spectra of CeSe and CeTe at 2.60 and 1.99 eV, respectively. All these Kerr rotation peaks arise
from 4f→5d transitions from the 4f component of ap- f mixed state, as understood from the transition
energies and comparing the total weight of the off-diagonal conductivity with the sample magnetization.
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INTRODUCTION

Cerium carries a single 4f electron. But, though appar
ently simple, the 4f 1 state in cerium compounds presen
many anomalous and fascinating properties due tof -band
interactions. Among the cerium-based materials one fi
heavy-fermion systems, intermediate valent compoun
Kondo metals, and Kondo insulators. To correctly und
stand the electronic structure and the magnetic propertie
these materials, it is necessary to know the exact ene
position of the 4f 1 state and the relevance of thef -band
mixing effects. In this light, magneto-optics is an importa
spectroscopic tool for the study of thef state in rare-earth
and actinide compounds.1 The magneto-optical signal is pro
portional to the joint density of states and the coupled s
polarization of the electronic states involved in the opti
transition.2 For this reason, the largest observed magne
optical Kerr angles arise fromf→d transitions.3 But while
the transitions betweenf andd states have a strong magnet
optical signal, in optical spectroscopy the signal of thef
states nearly vanishes in the background of the strong b
to-band transitions. In fact, in the diagonal conductivity, t
oscillator strengths of the transitions that involve quasiloc
ized f states are very small.4

Among the cerium compounds, the cerium monochal
genides are distinguished for their simplicity. They cryst
lize in the cubic rock-salt structure and their electronic co
figuration is characterized by a full valencep band, formed
from anionic orbitals, a conduction 5d band filled with one
electron per formula unit5 and one localized 4f electron per
formula unit. The temperature dependence of the electr
resistivity of the cerium monochalcogenides exhibits Kon
behavior,6 indicating nonnegligibled- f mixing. Further-
more, the cerium monochalcogenides order antiferrom
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netically below 8.3, 5.4, and 2.2 K for CeS, CeSe, and Ce
respectively.7 The saturation sublattice moments are reduc
from the value of 0.71mB/Ce, expected for the doubletG7
~j z55/6!, found to be the 4f 1 crystal-field ground state in the
cerium monochalcogenides from magnetic susceptibility a
specific-heat measurements.8 The saturation sublattice mo
ments are 0.57mB/Ce for CeS,9 0.56mB/Ce for CeSe, and
0.35mB/Ce for CeTe.10 To investigate the nature of the 4f 1

state and the above listed anomalies connected with it in
cerium monochalcogenides, we have measured the magn
optical polar Kerr effect of CeSe,11 CeTe, and CeS~this
work!.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Single crystals of CeS were grown by mineralization a
temperature just below the melting point. This method p
sents the advantage of a minor occurrence of defects in
crystal as compared with the sample growth from the
phase. The structure and the lattice constant of the sin
crystals were checked by an x-ray analysis. In addition, m
surements of the magnetic susceptibility, the electri
resistivity,6 and the Hall effect5 confirmed that the single
crystals were of the desired quality. Yet, metallic ceriu
compounds are strongly subjected to oxidization on the s
face. Therefore, the single crystals used in the measurem
presented here were cleaved, transferred into the cryo
and measured in an inert atmosphere. The samples were
allelepipeds of typically 23333 mm3.

The setup of the magneto-optical spectrometer used
this study is shown in Fig. 1. The light emitted from th
source becomes monochromatic after passing through a
persive Zeiss monochromator and is imaged on the polar
P by a spherical mirror. The monochromatic linearly pola
7524 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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55 7525GIANT MAGNETO-OPTICAL KERR ROTATION OBSERVED IN . . .
ized light is then deflected into the cryostat and imaged o
the sample. The light beam is then reflected under an a
of incidence of 2° by the sample or the reference, b
mounted on a dish on the sample holder. Half-turn rotati
of the dish allow one to switch between sample and refere
without changing the optical adjustment of the measurem
Finally, the polarization of the reflected light is analyzed f
every wavelength using a phase shifterC and an analyzerA.
The use of a Faraday modulatorFV allows for noise suppres
sion through a lock-in technique. Three different lig
sources were used to cover the spectral range from 0.2
5.8 eV, i.e., a Globar glower~0.23–0.3 eV!, a halogen fila-
ment in quartz bulb~0.3–2.5 eV!, and a xenon high-pressur
lamp ~2.5–5.8 eV!. The dispersive Zeiss monochromat
MM3 has an optical aperture ratio 1/10. ComparingMM3
to grating monochromators with equivalent aperture, the
persive monochromator has the advantages of consider
smaller dimensions and no higher-order terms that arise f
the reflection of light onto a grating. However, the ener
resolution of a dispersive monochromator is lower than t
of a grating monochromator. For the magneto-optical exp
ments presented here, a typical energy resolution of 0.01
has been estimated for the dispersive monochromatorMM3.
Spherical MgF2-coated Al mirrors are used to achieve
1-to-1 image of the monochromator slit onto the sample
of the sample onto the detector. In contrast to optical len
the mirrors do not cause any chromatic aberration of the l
spot in the focus and their use can easily be extended into
IR. Plane Al mirrors~M2 to M5! turn the light beam from
horizontal on the optical table to vertical in the cryostat a
again horizontal on the optical table. Mirrors are optica
isotropic, but the difference in the reflection coefficients
polarizations in the plane of incidence~rp! or perpendicular
to it ~rs! may influence the light polarization. The optic
setup~Fig. 1! has been designed in a way that the mirro

FIG. 1. The setup used for the measurements of the magn
optical polar Kerr effect.
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placed after the reflection onto the sample mainly comp
sate the polarization effects of the mirrors placed before
reflection onto the sample. In addition, the axial symmetry
the polar magneto-optical configuration allows the cance
tion of all the effects of the mirrors by subtracting the pola
ization measurements performed in both field directions.
detector, photovoltaic InSb and Si were used between 0
and 1.2 eV and 1.2 and 1.6 eV, respectively. A photomu
plier was used for photon energies between 1.6 and 5.3
Photoconductive detectors need a ground line with the inc
venience that a noise signal is induced in it from the os
lating magnetic field of the Faraday cell.

To cool the sample, an optical3He cryostat was used. I
enables temperatures down to 0.3 K, but below about 3.5
a strong3He boiloff is regularly observed down to 1 K. Fo
optical measurements, this represents a serious disadvan
since the noise of the optical measurement is enhanced w
the index of refraction of the exchange gas in the sam
space fluctuates around its mean value. Therefore, for
measurements between 1.5 and 2.14 K, we preferred to
4He as exchange gas instead of3He. 4He is very stable in the
superfluid phase below thel point at 2.14 K.

The sample is positioned in the center of the superc
ducting magnet that consists of several concentric NbTi
Nb3Sn solenoids. The magnet allows for fields up to 13.2
and can be decoupled from the power supply. The opt
access is situated at the bottom of the cryostat through str
free mounted optical windows.

THEORY

The magneto-optical effect consists in an axial anisotro
which is connected with the magnetization of the samp
The application of an external field magnetizes the sam
along the field direction and thus establishes the direction
the axial anisotropy. As any kind of anisotropy, also t
magneto-optical anisotropy can be measured with polari
light. Finally, the experimental results are interpreted
terms of the optical conductivity tensor. The very lar
magneto-optical signals observed recently in CeSb,3 as well
as and in CeS, do not allow one to use the usual approxi
tive expressions, which relate the optical and magne
optical spectra to the off-diagonal conductivitys̃xy .

The exact expression for the off-diagonal conductiv
follows from the complex circular optical conductivities

s̃65 i
v

p

r̃6

~12 r̃6!2
5s̃xx6 i s̃xy , ~1!

where the reflection coefficientsr̃6 for the right~1, rcp! and
left ~2, lcp! circular light polarizations carry the informatio
on the magneto-optical effects under the form of a comp
phase, which vanishes in the absence of a sample mag
zation and changes the sign when the field direction is
versed. Therefore, the reflection coefficients can be writ
as

r̃65 r̃ e7 i ~uK2 iDK! ~2!

with

tan«K5TanhDK , ~3!

to-
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7526 55R. PITTINI, J. SCHOENES, AND P. WACHTER
as follows by comparing the polarizations of the light bea
before and after the reflection onto the magnetized sam
The formulation~2! for the circular reflection coefficients is
in its simplicity, the key for the derivation of an exact rel
tion between the off-diagonal conductivity and the magne
optical Kerr signal.

It is convenient to separate the optical from the magne
optical effects by using two different complex phasesg̃ and
d̃K , defined asr̃5ei g̃ andd̃K5uK2 iDK . Then, the circular
optical conductivities take the form

s̃65 i
v

2p

1

cos~ g̃7 d̃K!21
. ~4!

Using Eq.~1!, the diagonal and off-diagonal conductivitie
are found to be given by

s̃xx5
iv

2p

cosg̃ cosd̃21

~cosg̃2cosd̃ !2
,

~5!

s̃xy52
v

2p

sing̃ sind̃

~cosg̃2cosd̃ !2
.

The optical constants can now be introduced into the dia
nal and off-diagonal optical conductivities through

cosg̃5
1

2 S r̃1
1

r̃ D5
ñ 211

ñ 221
,

~6!

sing̃5
1

2i S r̃2
1

r̃ D5
2i ñ

ñ 221
.

The optical conductivities become

s̃xx5
iv

2p
~ ñ 221!

~ ñ 211!cosd̃K2~ ñ 221!

@~ ñ 221!cosd̃K2~ ñ 211!#2
,

~7!

s̃xy52
iv

p
ñ~ ñ 221!

sind̃K

@~ ñ 221!cosd̃K2~ ñ 211!#2
.

For small Kerr rotations and ellipticities, one sets cosd̃K51
and sind̃K5uK2 i«K and the traditional formulations1

s̃xx'
iv

4p
~ ñ 221!,

~8!

s̃xy'2
iv

4p
ñ~ ñ 221!~uK2 i«K!

are recovered. The diagonal optical conductivity in Eq.~8! is
unaffected by the sample magnetization and the off-diago
conductivity takes the usual form1

s1xy'2
v

4p
~BuK1A«K!,

~9!

s2xy'2
v

4p
~AuK2B«K!,

with
le.

-

-

o-

al

A5n323nk22n,
~10!

B52k313n2k2k.

For large Kerr rotations and ellipticities~above 10°!, no
approximative expressions can be used. One has to useexact
formulas that, to our knowledge, have not been derived
The exact formulas for the real and imaginary parts of
off-diagonal conductivity are@as follows directly from Eq.
~7!#

s1xy52
v

p
@~Bc1Ad!s11~Ac2Bd!s2#,

~11!

s2xy52
v

p
@~Ac2Bd!s12~Bc1Ad!s2#,

whereA andB are defined in Eq.~10! andc andd follow
from

c2 id5
1

~a1 ib !2
5

a22b2

~a21b2!2
2 i

2ab

~a21b2!2
, ~12!

where

a1 ib5~n22k221!c112nkc22n21k221

1 i @~n22k221!c222nkc112nk# ~13!

is the denominator of Eq.~7! and

c11 ic25cosd̃K5
cosuK cos«K

Acos2«K
1 i

sinuK sin«K
Acos2«K

,

~14!

s12 is25sind̃K5
sinuK cos«K
Acos2«K

2 i
cosuK sin«K
Acos2«K

.

The result~11!–~14! is valid for any magnitude of the mea
sured Kerr effect.

From Eqs.~1!–~3! it follows that, at optical frequencies
the Kerr ellipticityneverreaches the value of645°. Indeed,
a Kerr ellipticity «K5645° is equivalent to a Kerr dichroism
DK5`. An infinite Kerr dichroism requires from the circula
reflection coefficientsr̃150 and r̃25` ~or inversely!, ex-
cept when the field-free reflection coefficientr̃ itself van-
ishes.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Optics

In Fig. 2, we show the optical reflectivity measured und
near-normal incidence on cleaved single crystals of Ce12

CeSe,11 and CeTe~Ref. 13! in the energy range between 0.0
and 12.4 eV. Below 3 eV, the optical reflectivity of the c
rium monochalcogenides is dominated by the signal of
conduction electrons. Going from CeTe to CeS, the ener
of the screened plasma edge increase and the plasma
mum of the reflectivity becomes deeper. The structures
served in the reflectivity above 3 eV mainly arise fro
p ~chalcogen!→5d ~cerium! transitions.

The optical constants of CeS, CeSe, and CeTe were
tained through a Kramers-Kronig transformation of the m
sured reflectivity curves. For this purpose, the reflectivity h
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55 7527GIANT MAGNETO-OPTICAL KERR ROTATION OBSERVED IN . . .
been extrapolated into the infrared to\v50 with a Hagen-
Rubens fit, taking into account the dc conductivity. The U
part has been extrapolated using av22 law above 12 eV and
a v24 law above 20 eV. In Fig. 3 we show the absorpti
parts1xx~v! of the optical conductivity, separated into intr
band and interband contributions in order to better recogn
the structures from weak interband transitions.

The parameters that describe the optical properties of
conduction electrons were determined from a combin
Drude fit of the dispersive and the absorptive dielectric fu
tions «1 and «2. The fit of «1 or «2 alone is misleading,
because the signal of an interband transition near the cou
plasma energy mixes with the Drude-like contribution of t
dielectric functions. The results of the simultaneous Drude
of «1 and«2 are summarized in Table I. From the unscreen
plasma energy, the value ofN/m* for the conduction elec-
trons can be obtained. The normal part of the Hall effe5

corresponds to the contribution of one conduction elect
per formula unit within a one-band model. From this valu
we find that the effective mass determined from the

FIG. 2. Near normal incidence reflectivity of the ceriu
monochalcogenides in the energy range up to 12.4 eV.

FIG. 3. Absorptive parts1xx of the diagonal optical conductivity
separated in intraband and interband contributions.
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screened plasma energy\vp5(4pNe2/m* )1/2 is equal to
nearly one free electron mass for all three materials. T
must be understood as the mean effective mass of the o
pied 5d states and it is not necessarily equal to the effect
mass of the conduction carriers at the Fermi level. The Fe
energy ~Table I!, as measured from the bottom of the 5d
conduction band, follows from

EF5
\2kF

2

2m*
5

1

8e2 S 9p

4 D 1/3a~\vp!
2, ~15!

wherea is the lattice constant. Going from CeTe to CeS, t
scattering rate decreases and the Fermi energy increase
flecting the broadening of the conduction band with incre
ing radiald-d overlap.

In the interband contributions to the optical conductivit
the most prominent feature is a broad and structured p
observed between 4 and 10 eV. This is mainly the signa
the p ~chalcogen!→5d ~cerium! transitions. From CeTe to
CeS, the binding energy of the valencep band increases. As
a consequence, the absorption energies of thep→d transi-
tions increase, going from CeTe to CeS, as is observed in
reflectivity and conductivity spectra. For CeS, the two ma
peaks observed in the optical conductivity were assigned12 to
the two transitions 3p→5d(t2g) and 3p→5d(eg). From
them, the value of 1.6 eV was derived for the crystal-fie
splitting of the conduction band.12 Similarly, the values of
1.5 and 1.4 eV can be determined for the crystal-field sp
ting of the conduction band in CeSe and CeTe, respectiv
from the broadp→d transitions~Fig. 3!. We find that the
magnitude of the crystal-field splitting of the 5d band in the
cerium monochalcogenides is comparable to that in the
ropium monochalcogenides.

It should be noticed that the interband part of the opti
conductivity of the cerium monochalcogenides above 4 eV
different from the curves published previously in Ref. 11.
those previous data, the UV extrapolation of the reflectiv
used for the computation of the Kramers-Kronig transform
tion of the reflectivity was interrupted at 18 eV already. As
consequence, the effective numberNeff of optically excited
charge carriers was found to be about 30% lower than
pected for thep→d transitions. The effective numberNeff of
excited carriers,

Neff ~E!5
2me

\pe2 E0
E

s1xx~E8!dE8, ~16!

obtained from the new Kramers-Kronig calculation is sho
in Fig. 4. The signal of the one conduction electron per f
mula unit can be distinguished below 4 eV. Between 4 a
12 eV, the contribution of 6p electrons is recognized an
Neff tends to increase further above 12 eV. The weak sho

TABLE I. DensityN054/a3 of the formula units, results of the
Drude fit and Fermi energies of the cerium monochalcogenides

N0 ~1022 cm23! \vp ~eV! \g ~eV! EF ~eV!

CeS 2.073 5.04 0.23 2.45
CeSe 1.859 4.86 0.38 2.36
CeTe 1.554 4.66 0.47 2.30
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7528 55R. PITTINI, J. SCHOENES, AND P. WACHTER
der A ~Fig. 3! observed in the interband part of the optic
conductivity around 2.5 eV as the first absorption sits
about 1 eV higher energy than the onset of electronic in
band transitions. The plasmon is screened just below the
ergy of this absorptionA and the plasma minimum of th
reflectivity is concomitant with the absorptionA. The oscil-
lator strength of the transitionA is small and increases from
CeTe to CeS. No contribution of the peakA of the optical
conductivity can be recognized inNeff . The small oscillator
strength of the featureA is indicative of a 4f→5d
transition.4,12 But a definitive assignment shall be made
the basis of the magneto-optical spectra and the off-diag

FIG. 4. Effective number of the optically excited electrons a
function of the energy of the incident photons.
l
t
r-
n-

al

conductivity, since magneto-optics is selectively sensitive
spin-polarized and spin-orbit split states, while all electric
dipole transitions contribute to the optical signal.

Magneto-optics

The polar magneto-optical Kerr effect measured on C
CeSe,11 and CeTe~Ref. 13! is illustrated in Fig. 5. All three
spectra are qualitatively very similar. They are dominated
a sharp and large negative Kerr rotation peak of222.08°,
25.51°, and23.32° detected at photon energies of 3.0
2.60, and 1.99 eV for CeS, CeSe, and CeTe, respecti
~Table II! with a remarkably small width of 0.1 eV. Thes
Kerr rotation peaks are significant, in particular if one co
siders the small magnetic moment achieved in the samp
the conditions of the experiment~Table II!. Particularly
meaningful is the Kerr rotation peak of222.08° observed in
CeS with a magnetic moment of only 0.31mB/Ce. This ex-
traordinary peak corresponds to the highest ever obse
specific Kerr rotation of 71.23°/mB and to the second larges
ever measured Kerr rotation after the record of 90° rece
detected on CeSb.3 Also, the figure of meritR sin22uK of the
peak in CeS at 3.04 eV is higher than the correspond

a

TABLE II. Sample properties related to the Kerr rotation peak

\vmax
~eV!

2uKmax

~deg!
R~vmax!

~%!
M

~mB/Ce!
2uKmax/M

@deg/~mB/Ce!#

CeS 3.04 22.08 3.5 0.31 71.23
CeSe 2.60 5.51 7.4 0.45 12.24
CeTe 1.99 3.32 12.8 0.66 5.03
.5 K and
FIG. 5. Energy spectra of the polar magneto-optical Kerr rotation and ellipticity of the cerium monochalcogenides measured at 1
10 T, 1.35 K and 10 T, 2 K and 5 T for CeS, CeSe, and CeTe, respectively.
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FIG. 6. Real and imaginary parts of the off-diagonal conductivities of CeS, CeSe, and CeTe. Also shown is the fit of the in
contributions.
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figure of merit of the uranium chalcogenides14 despite the
very low reflectivity of CeS at 3.04 eV~Table II!. Even more
surprising is the observation that the maximum Kerr ang
as compared among the cerium monochalcogenides, is
proportional to the magnetic moment achieved in the sam
at the experimental conditions of the magneto-optical m
surement, but it is rather complementary to it. In fact, t
huge maximum Kerr rotation of222.08° observed in CeS i
6.65 times the maximum observed on CeTe, but at less
half magnetization as CeTe. This trend is not an effect of
optical constants, since it is also observed in the off-diago
conductivity, as will be discussed later.

We have calculated the off-diagonal conductivity~Fig. 6!
from the measured Kerr rotation and ellipticity spectra a
the room-temperature optical constants using the exact
tion ~11!–~14!. We notice that, besides the room-temperat
reflectivity curves shown in Fig. 3, we have measured
optical reflectivity also at the conditions of the magne
optical experiment~at low temperature and in the magne
field, for photon energies between 0.55 and 5.5 eV! for some
of the samples. But no temperature or field dependenc
the optical reflectivity could be detected. We conclude tha
is legitimate to use the room-temperature values of the o
cal constants for the determination of the off-diagonal c
ductivity of the cerium monochalcogenides. This statem
is no longer valid for other materials. In CeBi~Ref. 15! and
CeSb ~Ref. 3!, for example, the optical conductivity i
strongly temperature and field dependent and follows
changes of the magnetic structure.

From the Hall effect and the parameters of the Drude
~Table I!, the spin polarization̂sz& of the conduction elec-
trons could be determined through a fit of the intraband c
tribution,
,
ot
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s̃xy5
vp
2

4p
^sz&F 2V

V21~g1 iv!2
1

P0

enF
S 12

iv~g1 iv!

V21~g1 iv!2D G ,
~17!

to the off-diagonal conductivity.1 The skew-scattering fre
quencyV of the conduction electrons has been set equa
the spin-orbit parameterjSO50.0568 eV of the 5d band.16

The mean radial extent of the 5d wave function amounts to
1.81 Å in a purely atomic model. The estimated value
1.99310217 s for P0/enF makes the second term in Eq.~17!
negligible compared to the first term forv→0. The spin
polarization of the conduction electrons was found to amo
to 20.61% for CeS at 1.5 K withB510 T,27.2% for CeSe
at 1.35 K withB510 T. At T52 K andB55 T, the spin
polarization amounts to22.1% for CeTe,23.4% for CeSe,
and only20.25% for CeS.11 It corresponds to an exchang
splitting of the conduction band of 0.048 eV for CeTe, 0.0
eV for CeSe, and only 0.006 eV for CeS, assuming a re
angular density of states of widthW5EF . In a field of 10 T
we find an exchange splitting of 0.17 and only 0.015 eV
the conduction band in CeSe and CeS, respectively. The
polarization is anomalous and extremely small in CeS
probably reflects the lower covalency in CeS compared
the heavier cerium monochalcogenides. The sign of the s
polarization is intended with respect to the external magn
field. The negative sign found for the spin polarization of t
conduction electrons in the cerium monochalcogenides in
cates that the exchange energyJfd between the spins of the
4 f electrons and the conduction electrons at the Fermi le
is negative. In other words, the spins of the conduction e
trons are aligned antiparallel to the 4f spins, as would be
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7530 55R. PITTINI, J. SCHOENES, AND P. WACHTER
expected for the occurrence of the Kondo effect, i.e., antip
allel spin coupling.

In correspondence with the peak Kerr rotation and
weak featureA in the optical conductivity, we found a stron
and sharp contribution to the off-diagonal conductivity
3.05, 2.60, and 2.01 eV in CeS, CeSe, and CeTe, res
tively. Apart from it, other two magneto-optically activ
structures are found at 4.78 eV for CeS, 4.32 and 5.08 eV
CeSe, and 3.73 eV for CeTe in the off-diagonal conductiv
~Fig. 6!. All the observed transitionsA, B, andC have a
diamagnetic line shape,17 except in CeTe~Fig. 6!. The nar-
rowness and magnitude of the featureA indicate that a well
localized and highly spin-polarizedf state is involved in this
transition. We therefore assign this structure to a 4f→5d
transition. Accordingly, the rcp absorption occurs at a hig
energy than the lcp absorption~Fig. 6!, as expected for a
4 f→5d transition. The fact that in CeTe the line shape ofA
is different from the other cerium monochalcogenides is
tonishing, because at the experimental conditions ofB55 T
andT52 K the free-ion moment is not saturated in CeT
Therefore, one cannot assume in CeTe a ground stateuj5 5

2,
j z525

2&, which would show a paramagnetic line shape,
cause in an optical spin-conserving transition into the c
duction 5d band only the selection ruleD j z511 can be
realized. But we notice that the crystal-field ground stateG7
is saturated in CeTe under experimental circumstances.
G7 wave function with the expectation value25

6 for the mag-

netic quantum numberj z is u j , j z&5A1
6 u 52,

5
2&1A5

6 u 52,2
3
2&.

19

The possible transitions into the conduction 5d band are, for
the first component ofG7, the spin-conserving transitio
u 52,

5
2&→u32,

3
2& with paramagnetic line shape and a weak sp

flip transition tou52,
3
2&, also with paramagnetic line shape. F

the second component ofG7, the spin-conserving transitio
u52,2

3
2&→u32,2

1
2& with paramagnetic line shape and two we

spin-flip transitions tou 52,2
5
2& and u 52,2

1
2& ~yielding a diamag-

netic line shape! are possible. Summarizing, the domina
transition is u 52,2

3
2&→u322

1
2&, yielding a paramagnetic line

shape. This transition corresponds to an absorption of r
circular polarized light~D j z511! and yields a negative con
tribution to s2xy, as is indeed observed~Fig. 6!. The other
important transition contributing to peakA in CeTe is
u 52,

5
2&→u32,

3
2&, which is an absorption of left circular polarize

light yielding a positives2xy signal with paramagnetic line
shape at the same energy as the dominant transition. Es
tially, these two contributions mutually cancel in part in pe
A, so that the magneto-optical weight ofA is reduced from
the optical weight ofA in CeTe, despite the paramagne
line shape of the magneto-optical absorption. In the opt
experiment performed in the absence of any external m
netic field, all thej z states6

3
2 and65

2 of G7 contribute to the
absorptionA. In CeS and CeSe, the magnetic moment of
G7 crystal field ground state is not saturated yet. All thej z
states ofG7 contribute to the magneto-optical absorpti
yielding a diamagnetic line shape with the dominant tran
tions u52,2

3
2&→u32,2

1
2& andu52,

3
2&→u32,

1
2& for the two states in the

G7 doublet with j z525
6 ~as in CeTe! and j z5

5
6, respectively.

The lcp absorption occurs at a lower energy, since the s
with j z525

6 is the ground state ofG7. The saturation ofG7 in
CeTe also means that CeTe is, under the experimental
ditions ofB55 T andT52 K, more strongly orbitally polar-
ized than CeS and CeSe atB510 T andT51.5 K in spite of
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the stronger crystalline field in the more ionic compoun
The saturation ofG7 is strongly hindered byf -band mixing
effects and by the stronger antiferromagnetic coupling of
spins in CeS and CeSe, and is reached at 1.5 K in the fi
of 16 T for CeSe and 27 T for CeS.20

The featuresB and C in the off-diagonal conductivity
have the same line shape as the structureA. They are there-
fore understood to arise from 4f→5d transitions to higher
energy final 5d states. Interband transitions contribute to t
off-diagonal optical conductivity if at least one of the in
volved states is spin polarized and one is spin-orbit split
peak in the optical conductivity is found for the optical tra
sitions between states with the same energy slope in the
ciprocal space. For the 4f→5d transitions, van Hove singu
larities are expected in the optical conductivity for th
absorptions 4f→5d(t2g) and 4f→5d(eg). Therefore, we
assign the transitionA to the 4f→5d(t2g) transition, in
which the final state 5d(t2g) is found from band-structure
calculations18 to lie near the Fermi level in these materia
In correspondence to the values found for the 5d crystal-field
splitting, the transition 4f→5d(eg) is expected in the region
4–5 eV, where we find the peakB. Therefore, we assign th
magneto-optically active featureB to the 4f→5d(eg) tran-
sition, confirming the assignments that Schoenes12 proposed
on the basis of the weak structures observed in the op
conductivity of CeS at 2.7 and 4.3 eV. The peakC detected
in CeSe is thought to arise from a 4f→5d(eg) transition as
B, since it has the same line shape asB and the 5d density of
states obtained from a band structure calculation18 shows two
peaks split by 0.9 eV in the region of 5d(eg). We notice that
in the optical conductivity~Fig. 3! the peaksB andC are
stronger in CeTe than in CeS and CeSe, while the peaA
follows the opposite trend. But in the off-diagonal condu
tivity ~Fig. 6!, both peaksA and B are strongest in CeS
Since the initial state of the two transitionsA andB is the
same, we conclude that in the optical conductivity the co
tribution of the transition 4f→5d(eg) strongly overlaps with
the transitionp~anion!→5d(t2g), which in CeTe sets in a
lower energy than in CeSe and CeS.

In the Kerr spectra~Fig. 5!, we observed that the maxi
mum Kerr rotation is not proportional to the magnetizati
of the sample~Table II!. This anomaly is valid also for the
off-diagonal conductivity. For both transitionsA andB the
initial state is a 4f state, which is not the main 4f level,
responsible for the sample magnetization, but rather ap- f
mixed state. From the charge distribution of thep and f
orbitals21 the p- f mixing is found to be very anisotropic
This leads to a splitting of thef character rather than to
dispersion of thef character over the valence band, as wou
occur in the case of an isotropicp- f mixing. Thus, in the
cerium compounds thep- f mixing determines the distribu
tion of the f character over the valence band and tunes
strength of the magneto-optical effects. In this light, the i
tial state of the transitionA is not the full 4f 1 level but ap- f
mixed level, called the ‘‘effective’’ 4f level in the original
model of thep- f mixing.22 Therefore, the parameter tha
governs the size of the maximum Kerr rotation in CeS, Ce
and CeTe is the amount off character present in the effec
tive 4f level. This is determined by the strength of thep- f
mixing, which in turn depends on the relative energy diffe
ence between the ‘‘bare’’ 4f 1 andp states that participate to
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the mixing. Instead, the radialp- f overlap along thê100&
directions is nearly equal in CeS, CeSe, and CeTe, as ca
judged from the integration of atomic wave functions.16 The
f character present in the ‘‘effective’’ 4f level is found to be
largest in CeS. This explains the trend of the magnitude
the Kerr rotation peakA in the cerium monochalcogenides

A further confirmation of the relevance of thep- f mixing
in these materials is the different energy position of
4 f→5d transitions of the peaksA andB in the off-diagonal
conductivity. In fact, the energy difference between t
peaksA in CeS and CeSe is 0.55 eV, and between CeSe
CeTe it amounts to 0.59 eV. For the peaksB, we find the
same energy difference of 0.55 eV between CeS and C
while between CeSe and CeTe we find an energy differe
of 0.69 eV for the peaksB. The latter value is slightly highe
than the energy difference of 0.59 eV found for the peaksA,
but the peakB in CeTe appears at the UV limit of the spe
trum and we could therefore not determine its exact posit
The similar energy differences of the peaksA andB in the
series of the cerium monochalcogenides confirms that
assignment ofA andB to 4f→5d transitions from the same
initial state to the two final states 5d(t2g) and 5d(eg) is
correct. The energy differences of 0.55 and 0.59 eV, are
large to be explained only by the widening of the conduct
band. Instead, they follow the different energy position of
valence band.

The lines of the 4f→5d transitionsA in CeS, CeSe, and
CeTe are very sharp in thesxy spectra~Fig. 6!, while they
are much broader ins1xx~v! ~Fig. 3!. This is not due to a
temperature dependence of the relaxation time conne
with this absorption@in fact, the featureA in s1xx~v! is found
to be temperature independent#, but it originates from the
different signals observed in the diagonal and off-diago
conductivities. The off-diagonal conductivitysxy is selec-
tively sensitive only to the optical transitions that involv
spin-polarized and spin-orbit split states, while all the el
trical dipole transitions contribute tosxx . In the transitionA,
thep component of the initialp- f mixed state does not con
tribute to the magneto-optical signal in CeSe, since the
lence band is full and thus cannot be spin polarized. Inste
all the p states contribute to the optical conductivitys1xx .
Therefore, in the magneto-optical spectra, the featureA is
sharp, while it is broad ins1xx~v!.

The large Kerr rotation peaks of CeS, CeSe, and C
originate from 4f→5d transitions where the initial state is
p- f mixed state, which contains only a small part, only a f
percent, of the full 4f 1 state. A relatively small increase o
the f component in the ‘‘effective’’ 4f level is sufficient to
achieve a giant enhancement of the Kerr rotation in the
rium monochalcogenides. The magneto-optical signal of
transition is strongly enhanced for two reasons. Firstly,
peaks in the off-diagonal conductivity are large because t
are very narrow and the oscillator strength is concentra
en
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within a narrow energy range. Secondly, the transitionsA
appear at the plasma minimum of the reflectivity, where
particularly low values of the optical constants amplify t
signal of the off-diagonal conductivity in the magnet
optical Kerr spectra. The reason for this coincidence of
transitionsA with the plasma minimum of the reflectivity i
again the anisotropicp- f mixing. In fact, in the cerium
monochalcogenides, the anisotropicp- f mixing projects the
effective 4f level into the gap between the valencep and the
conduction 5d bands. As a consequence, the optical tran
tion A from this p- f mixed level to 5d(t2g), which is near
the Fermi level, is the lowest-energy interband absorpti
The plasma edge is screened by the interband transitions
it is shifted just below the lowest-energy absorptionA.

CONCLUSIONS

Very large Kerr rotations were observed in the magne
optical spectra of the cerium monochalcogenides. In part
lar, a maximum Kerr rotation of222.08°, the second larges
observed Kerr rotation, was detected on CeS with a magn
moment of only 0.31mB/Ce achieved in the sample at th
experimental conditions. These peaks are assigned
4 f→5d transitions, for which the oscillator strength in th
off-diagonal conductivity is concentrated in a narrow ener
range. Furthermore, this 4f→5d transition is observed as th
first interband transition and is determinant for the screen
of the plasmon. As a consequence, the plasma edge is sh
just below the 4f→5d absorption and the correspondin
Kerr rotation peaks are strongly enhanced.

The values of the maximum Kerr rotation, as well as t
total weight in the off-diagonal conductivity, in CeS, CeS
and CeTe are not proportional to the sample magnetizat
This anomaly is understood within the framework of
strongly anisotropicp- f mixing, in which the effective 4f
level, the initial state of the interband transition connec
with the Kerr rotation peak, contains only a small part of t
full 4 f 1 state. We find that the position of the bare 4f 1 state
must be set at much lower energy than in the originalp- f
mixing model.22 Oppeneeret al.23 came to the same conclu
sion in the discussion of their LDA1U calculation, in which
the trend of the maximum Kerr rotation of the ceriu
monochalcogenides is well reproduced. The particularity
the 4f state in cerium, among the rare earths, is the la
radial extent and the particular energy of the 4f 1 state. In
cerium compounds, the bare 4f 1 state is immersed in the
valence-band states, which makes thef -band hybridization
particularly effective.
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